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Bring PPE to life with the new interactive DigiHUB from JSP 

 

The DigiHUB is an exciting, innovative new platform from JSP that allows you to safely explore, learn and 

share the core range of JSP products with your customers and supply them with all the technical 

information they need to select JSP with confidence as their trusted PPE provider. 

 

Products can be selected by name, range and standard, or by industry and task using the interactive “3D-

landscape”. Simply click on the product to see the three-dimensional rotating image of the product 

showing a short description of the product and its key features alongside the JSP product code. View the 

list of product specifications, certificates of conformity and understand the standard the product conforms 

to, with useful ‘How to Fit’ videos and frequently asked questions. Learn which accessories will fit and 

which products are compatible with each other to offer the right solution to suit your safety requirements. 

 

Generate the product’s Technical Specification with the click of a button. All data can then be e-mailed as a 

record of selection. Branding of Logos available in the Head and Ear Protection sections.   

 

JSP DigiHUB brings PPE to life, complete with the knowledge you need at the touch of a button, available 

on touchscreen, computer, tablet and mobile both on and offline. 

 



 

 

Register: JSP DigiHub 
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About JSP 

Established in 1964, JSP is internationally recognised as the leading manufacturer of innovative ‘above the 

neck’ Personal Protective Equipment specialising in Head, Eye, Face, Respiratory Protection and Height 

Safety Products.  

 

With state-of-the-art manufacturing and testing facilities in 7 factories over 3 continents, JSP is committed 

to improving occupational safety, health and well-being of people in the workplace worldwide and has 

been voted European leader in Industrial Head Protection by Frost and Sullivan. 

 

Significant research and development investment and end user feedback has enabled JSP to design award-

winning PPE that performs to the highest levels in extreme environments, that is intuitive to operate, 

lightweight, comfortable and stylish to wear and compatible with other JSP PPE. 

 

JSP operates a BSI Kitemark scheme for products, the platinum standard for product quality providing a 

guarantee that every product that JSP manufactures is from a batch that has been controlled and tested to 
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ensure it passes the relevant standard. JSP is the chosen brand for workers as they can be confident that 

by choosing JSP PPE they are wearing a Tested, Trusted and Traceable product with full technical backup 

and support. 

 

JSP safety helmets, hearing products, respiratory and eyewear can be customised according to individual 

specifications using corporate logos and colour schemes, safety messages, personal names and identity 

systems. 

 

Sustainability is of great importance to JSP and by continually improving the methodologies used during 

manufacture, designing products to be recyclable, concentrating on Product Lifecycle Management, JSP 

will help to ensure a safer more sustainable future. 

 

JSP sells their products exclusively through its distributor network partners in over 100 countries, helping 

modern multi-national end users implement the most effective and efficient health and safety protection 

programmes worldwide. 

 


